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 ① As the Owner of Cheon Il Guk, Our family  
 pledges by centering on true love 
 ② to seek our original homeland
 ③ and establish the original ideal of creation

 ④ the Kingdom of God on Earth and in Heaven

①Takes interest （ I am the owner ）
②Takes responsibility
③Protects
④Raises

Owner

Family Pledge
Verse 1



　① As the Owner of Cheon Il Guk, Our family 

       pledges by centering on true love 

　② to represent and become central to heaven   
   and earth 

　③ we pledge to perfect the dutiful family way of    
    filial sons and daughters in our family 

　④ patriots in our nation, saints in the world 

　⑤ and divine sons and daughters in heaven and  
   

   earth

Family Pledge
Verse 2



　① As the Owner of Cheon Il Guk, Our family 

       pledges by centering on true love 

　② to perfect the Four Great Realms of Heart 

　③ the Three Great Kingships

　④ and the Realm of the Royal Family

Family Pledge
Verse 3



   ① As the Owner of Cheon Il Guk, Our family 
       pledges by centering on true love 
　② to build the universal family encompassing 
       Heaven and Earth 
   ③ which is God's ideal of creation 

   ④ and perfect the world of freedom, peace,  

   unity and happiness

Family Pledge
Verse 4



　① As the Owner of Cheon Il Guk, Our family 

       pledges by centering on true love 

　② to strive everyday

　③ to advance the unification of the spirit world   
    and the physical world

　④ as subject and object partners

Family Pledge
Verse 5



　① As the Owner of Cheon Il Guk, Our family 
       pledges by centering on true love 

　② to embody God and True Parents 

    ③ we will perfect a family that 
        moves heavenly fortune 

    ④ and conveys Heaven's blessing to our  
        community

Family Pledge
Verse 6



　① As the Owner of Cheon Il Guk, Our family  
    pledges by centering on true love 

　② to perfect a world based on the culture of heart 

　③ which is rooted in the original lineage

　④ through living for the sake of others

Family Pledge
Verse 7



　① As the Owner of Cheon Il Guk, Our family 
       pledges by centering on true love 

　② as we enter the Completed Testament age

　③ to achieve the ideal oneness of God and 
       humankind in love 

　④ through absolute faith, absolute love and 
       absolute obedience 

　⑤ thereby perfecting the realm of liberation and 
       the realm of being completely free in the of the 
       Kingdom of God on Earth and in Heaven

Family Pledge
Verse 8





A Sinner ?



Another Sinner ????????????



Yes  both…and all Mankind
are sadly inheritad 

“Born Sinners” 
from the Fall of Man 

All according to Jewish/Christian/Islamic
and Principle teaching

In dire need of a Saviour!



New Test. John 8:44:
Ye are of [your] father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye 
will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in 
the truth, because there is no truth in him. 

Islam. Qur'an 7.11-27:
O Children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you to 
cover your shame, as well as to be an adornment to you. 

O Children of Adam! Let not Satan seduce you in the same 
manner as he got your parents out of the Garden, stripping 
them of their clothing in order to expose their private parts. 
He and his tribe watch you from where you cannot see them! 
We have made the devils friends only to those without faith.



Divine Principle I.2.2.2: 

Eve, having become one body with the archangel through 
their illicit sexual relationship, was in the position of the archangel 
to Adam. 

Adam, by becoming one body with Eve, inherited all the elements 
Eve had received from Lucifer, in the same manner she did. 

These elements were then transmitted to their descendants... and 
mankind has multiplied sin to the present day, thus perpetuating 
the lineage of Satan.





3 stages of Human Life

I. II. III.

Birth
(not Death)

“Birth”
(not Death)

Physical &
Spritual

Physical death &
Spritual “Birth”



The Womb of Mother Earth

Protection



Solar Wind effect = Aurora



Tang Gam
Indemnity

Because the providence of God's salvation is the providence of restoration
through indemnity (Tang gam), that is, to let man, who has lost his value 
through the fall, regain it through a course which reverses that of the fall.

The fall occurred due to the fact that man did not fulfill his responsibility for 
growth. 

It is necessary, therefore, to fulfill this responsibility by subjective determination
(reject sleep, sex, food and welcome prayer, fasting, FR, witnessing)
in order to return to the original self through indemnity. 



Tang Gam

Throughout this course, man must be exposed to uneasiness, 
despair or suffering. 

Also, since the fall occurred due to lack of faith in God's word, man is asked
to compensate for this by believing unconditionally.
 
But this belief must not be a superstition. 
It is for this reason that the paradox of faith (being unconditional). 
But such a paradoxical faith is requested only until the Second Advent. 



Tang Gam

Starting from the Second Advent, faith stands on the base of the new words
of God; therefore it is no longer paradoxical, because the absolute truth is
revealed by the new words. 

Thus faith until eternity is not necessary. 

After having restored the original self and the world completely, 
through the Second Advent, we will not need faith nor prayer. 

                                                                                           
                                                                         Unification Thought
                                                                         Dr. Sang Hun Lee





Classification of sin

Solution:
Blessing
Ancestor Liberation

1 Original sin
2 Hereditary sin
3 Collective sin
4 Individual sin

Human
beingsSatan

Common baseCommon base

Condition for Condition for 
give and take actiongive and take action

Violation of Violation of 
heavenly lawheavenly law

Sin



- - - - - - - - -

These proclivities have become the root cause of the 
fallen inclinations in all people. They are the primary 
characteristics of our fallen nature.

Eve

God

AdamArch-
angel

God

Arch-
angel Eve Adam

The Primary Characteristics of the Fallen NatureThe Primary Characteristics of the Fallen Nature



- - - - - - - - -
Eve

God

AdamArch-
angel
Arch-
angel Eve Adam

1 Failing to take God’s standpoint
2 Leaving one’s proper position
3     Reversing dominion
4       Multiplying the criminal act

Eve

God

AdamArch-
angel

The primary characteristics of the fallen nature 
can be divided broadly into four types (p.  73).

The Primary Characteristics of the Fallen NatureThe Primary Characteristics of the Fallen Nature



The right way to deal with sin.

1. Realization of sin. But this time first we must realize the extent of God’s 
forgiving love. If we don’t understand the forgiving nature of God, we 
have no place to take our sin. If we don’t let God deal with our sin then 
Satan will deal with it, and will surely use it against us to destroy us.

2.  Guilt. True guilt leads us to the strong desire to take responsibility for 
our sins. We have realized how our sins have hurt God, how our sins 
have hurt ourselves. Guilt gives us the strength to handle the course of 
restitution under God’s love and forgiveness. Guilt brings us into 
submission, humbly before God. It brings us to the place where God can 
deal with us.



3.  Repentance. Now we can repent with all our heart! Why does 
repentance free the sinner from Satan? Because it is one thing that 
Satan cannot do! He is the father of false pride. Satan hates to hear the 
voice of the repenter, just as God rejoices (Luke 15:7) over the 
repentance of even one sinner.

4. New determination. Take up the cross and follow. Go and sin no more. 
(Based on their understanding, some explanation of the need to lay an 
indemnity condition or Tang Gam.) Now we must go the reverse way of 
sin. Instead of replacing the love of God with self gratification, we 
become the second self of God and Jesus by sacrificing ourselves for 
the sake and benefit of others. We connect to the true source of love by 
becoming a temple of God and letting his spirit dwell in us. As we 
connect to the true source of love, then our desire for false love (sin) will 
decrease. 

We are free and have LIFE!

Ref: http://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/Stephens-100/



Tang Gam
TF 11Nov 2000

True Parents have finished paying indemnity. (2000)

There is no indemnity now. All you need to do is wipe clean your horizontal life,
raise your sons and daughters and enter the age of father-son cooperation. 

There is no indemnity. Since this is the time for us to enter the Kingdom of 
Heaven on Earth and in Heaven within the realm liberated by God and 
True Parents, who ultimately desire true liberty for the world, we are having
the Transition of the Three Ages Four Position Foundation Registration 
Unification Blessing Ceremony in Chung Pyung. 

Everything is included in these words.       /SMM 11Nov 2000



Achieve Human Completion

Gods Direct 
Dominion

If you look at the Principle of the Unification Church you will find mention of 
realms of indirect and direct dominion. /SMM

The 
Fall!

The 
Fall!

The 
Fall!

Indirect
    Dominion



Achieve Human Completion

Gods Direct 
and Indirect
     Dominion

Gods 1st,2nd 3rd Blessing

If you look at the Principle of the Unification Church you will find mention of 
realms of indirect and direct dominion. /SMM

 The UM
 Blessing of Marriage



Due to the Fall, all humanity came to remain in the realm of indirect dominion, 
disconnected from the realm of direct dominion. 
This resulted from Adam and Eve's failure to fulfill their portion of responsibility, 
and consequently the providence of restoration has been prolonged. 

We have not understood this. What is it that we need to do in the realm of 
indirect dominion in order to reach the realm of direct dominion where we can 
be connected to the realm of God's love? 

We must fulfill our portion of responsibility.   /SMM (1976.1.31) 



What do the words "Principle of the Unification Church" mean? 
Why is it called the Principle? The purpose of the Principle is to show clearly 
the borderline between the realm of dominion based upon accomplishments 
through the Principle and the realm of direct dominion.  /SMM (1986.1.3)

The realm of direct dominion is a place where Adam and Eve can participate 
together, united in love. Thus, the realm of indirect dominion is the realm in 
which their portion of responsibility has yet to be completed. When the portion 
of responsibility is fulfilled and Adam and Eve become husband and wife 
centered on love, God becomes the internal Father and Adam and Eve become 
the external parents. When these unite as the inner and the outer, the realm of 
direct dominion is established for the first time. 

In this process, marriage is therefore absolutely necessary. You cannot enter 
this realm as a single person.                                  /SMM (1986.1.31)  



1920-50
The Early Years (in Korea), 1920-53, by Michael Breen
50:s
Dr. Young Oon Kim

60:s
Towards Human Unity by Anthony Brooke
How God and Jesus led me to Father by Mrs. Doris
Converging paths by George Fernsler
Italian beginning by Dr. Martin Porter
Testimony by Mrs. Porter
Face to Face by Mr. Philip K. Burley

Some Testimonies 
similar to Acts, in the Bible!



Extraordinary Messages from Heaven

One of the mediums from Moderna was very different. 
This woman, Lidia, was blind. 
I put into her hand a bell from Father's wedding cake and 
asked her what it was. 
She looked most perplexed as she began to receive 
heavenly messages.

At first she could not believe the messages as they were 
so incredibly unusual, then she said, 
"Yes, God has a basis on earth through this man; divine
marriage; no one can stop him.“

More
www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/eTestimonies.htm

Some Testimonies 
similar to Acts, in the Bible!



1968

Founding of IFVOC

To humankind's great loss, communism raised its head 
during this century. 
Reverend Moon perceived that without overcoming 
communism, humankind could not achieve eternal peace. 

He therefore revealed Unification Thought as an ideological 
alternative to communism, and established an influential 
organization, 
the International Federation for Victory Over Communism 
(IFVOC), on January 13, 1968. 



1971

Unification Thought Institute

The Unification Thought Institute was established on 
August 7, 1971, with the purpose of unifying religion, 
science and philosophy centered on the Unification Principle. 

Its goals include overcoming and eradicating communism, 
and finally systematizing the God-centered ideal which will 
bring the Kingdom of Heaven on the foundation of a unified 
and harmonized human civilization.



1974



Books by 
Med. Dr. Lee
Early member
        50s

Dr. Lee
 1973

Dr. Lee
 1984

Dr. Lee
 1981



Korean Pottery – Unification Pottery
Many miracles!



1981

CAUSA's 
inception was as an ideologically-based God-centered 
movement for the support of "Victory Over Communism" 
activities in South America during the time of prolific 
communist infiltration into that region. 

In the Latin language, CAUSA means "Cause," or 
the "First Cause" namely God. 

As part of the CAUSA movement, the International 
Security Council has met annually since its first 
convention in Paris, February 17 to 20, 1985.



Died  1984
Seung Hwa 1985

Heung Jin Nim



Heung Jin Nim

Since his queen (wife) is on earth, 
a foundation can be laid that enables him 
to bring people belonging to the kingships of 
120 nations and connect with the earth. 

This brings the unification of the spiritual and physical 
worlds centering on God’s love. 
By his marriage, Heung-jin can freely come to the earth 
to take action.



Heung Jin Nim

For that reason, fifty days after Heung-jin’s 
ascension is the same as the day of Pentecost. 
The Holy Spirit descended in the upper room 
of Mark’s house, the people received the fire 
which spread throughout the world. 

In the same way, with Hoon-sook’s marriage, 
the kings from 120 nations in the spirit world 
will come to the earth, and they will resurrect 
to establish the worldwide movement. /SMM 1984.2.20



Blessing

Heung Jin Nim & Hoon Sook (Julia)



1984

Heung Jin Moon -  from the book The Victory Of Love

Preface: One day in the beginning of 1984, on a somewhat
chilly morning in Cairo, Egypt, I was having breakfast with 
Rev. Walter Gottesman. At the time, I was the International 
Itinerary Worker in Africa. 
Rev. Gottesman, an 1800 Couple, who was the missionary to Egypt,
and I were seated at a table which was covered by very thick glass. 
All of a sudden, one corner of this glass cover cracked, 
and the line of the crack formed a small letter "h". 



1984

We had not put any hot dish on that corner; in fact, all the food we 
were eating for breakfast was cold. But when I touched the place 
where the glass cracked, it was very hot. 
Both Walter and I were certain that it was some kind of
spiritual phenomenon.

Soon after that, we received the sorrowful news 
of Heung Jin Nim's Seung Hwa. 
                                                                             /Dr. Zin Moon Kim
                                                                             (visited Finland 2000)



1984

 Background: At the time of the accident TF was doing a VOC rally 
in Korea.

There were assassins ready to kill TF.

The sacrifice of HJN is regarded as indemnity that protected TF:S life 
at that time.

After the Seung Hwa ceremony there were several messages 
from spir world coming through brothers and sisters around Europe 
and the World. 



1984

•  Father Rupert Maeyer in Munich, gives Testimonies from Spirit World.

•  Faith Jones, a UK mediumistic sister, travels around UC Europe
   and gives messages from Heung Jin Nim and Jesus.
   Members chose 8 cities x 7 churches, to witness to. 

www.tparents.org/library/unification/Talks/Jones/Jones-861100.htm
Google for ”Faith Jones site:tparents.org”

Sister Faith Jones

Heung Jin Nim



1987

Citizens Federation for the Unification of the Fatherland
The Citizens Federation was established by the members 
of the National Professors and Students Federation for the 
Unification of the Fatherland and their colleagues 
in Seoul on May 15, 1987. 

Reverend Moon said, in his inaugural address, that 
the reunification of Korea was a historic task, 
connected with the resolution of worldwide problems.



    ”Black Heung Jin Nim” 1988 , Kundioni,
    a brother from Zimbabwe Africa, 
    travels  around the world meeting brothers/sisters   
    giving messages from  Heung Jin Nim,
    allowing couples to start their families.

    Later becomes controversial.

1988



1989

On August 31, 1989, I declared the Ceremony of the Settlement
of the Eight Stages, in Kodiak, Alaska. 

On November 9, 1989, two months following this ceremony 
and declaration, the Berlin Wall crumbled.

Then, after I held the Moscow conference, in April 1990, 
the top ranking communists and the brightest, most outstanding 
members of their second generation turned around completely 
180 degrees in my favor.



1990

Liberation of Spirit people

Our Unification Church must complete the missions 
of three eras: saving the spirit people, 
liberating the people living in the present sinful world, 
and creating freedom for those who are to come in the future.
 
So we are proposing liberation in three eras. 
This is an astounding task. /SMM 1990

/Completed Testament Age and the Ideal Kingdom



1991

By killing the lambs and smearing the blood on their doorposts, 
the Israelites could avoid being struck. In the same way, 
just having my picture will prevent Satan from invading. 
The ancestors will come in the early morning to greet you, 
and the spirits will take care of the house.
 
They will govern your mind and heart completely. 
The time has come when such things will be possible.

                                /The power of the picture of True Parents
                                 Sun Myung Moon Jan 16, 1991



1991

No 1

Online



1992What is the difference between your birth parents 
and True Parents? They are not the same. 
Your parents are situated within a single age, 
but True Parents encompass the three ages. 
They encompass the past, present and future ages, 
both the spiritual and physical worlds.

The True Parents are the root and the bud. 
Your physical parents are branches. 
Do you understand? 
A bud grows on a branch. 
Thus, your physical parents are parents on the branches 
stemming out of the current age.
True Parents, however, are the parents of all three ages. 
They are the parents of the age of the root, 
the age of the trunk and branches, and also the age of the 
leaves.



1996

In 1996, True Father added the word 
“True” to God’s Day 
and the other original Holy Days.



1997

Online

See also The Koreans by Michael Breen (2004)



1997

No 2

Online



1997

No 2

Online



1997

No 2

Online



1998

www.tparents.org/Lib-Unif-Publicatn.htm



Online I & II

1997



FFWPU

THE FAMILY FEDERATION FOR 
COSMIC PEACE AND UNIFICATION 

AND THE COSMIC ERA 
OF BLESSED FAMILY

May 4, 1997

1997





Prayer
&

Fasting

History: Prayer and fasting was daily standard in the early days of UC!

2000 years ago Jesus said: 

“Fasting indemnifies the forces of satan.”

“Prayers call on the power of God.”

1959
Korea



•  1954-1960 
    In the Name of the Lord. Amen

•  1954-1960 
    In the Name of True Parents. Amen

•  14 Sept 1999 members are allowed to 
    start praying in their own names
    The Age of the Fourth Adam.

•  2006, All Blessed Couples
   Prayers ending with “Aju” = owner of Universe

Unification Prayer-tradition



                                 The Importance of Prayer
                                 Reverend Sun Myung Moon
                                 April 15, 1979

                                 Prayer is an absolute necessity. 
                                 You may kneel down all the way to pray, 
but the most important thing is that you create an environment of 
commitment first. Unless your basic attitude is ready, no amount of prayer 
will be useful. In the Christian world today many people pray every day, but 
do you think they pray to destroy the Christian churches? No, they pray for 
prosperity, but the churches are crumbling nevertheless. Do you pray for 
the sake of the Unification Church? You don't have to pray for the 
Unification Church; pray for the big things: the nation, the world, the 
liberation of God. What you are really doing then is praying for a cross even 
bigger than the Unification Church. 

Prayer



                                                            A Life of Prayer, April 15, 1979 
                                                   Prayers of the Reverend Sun Myung Moon.

The most important thing in prayer is the attitude of the person who is 
praying. The most essential thing is your commitment to go forward without 
reservation. If anything wants to block you, you have to be decided that it 
will never stop you. Unless you have that commitment first, God will not 
waste His time trying to help you. He has always been deceived in history, 
so what God needs to see is proof of what you are and how strong your 
commitment is. You may tell God you are totally committed, but He will 
shake His head and think, "I have to wait three more years and see." If God 
sees that something isn't quite right in you, He will wait before sending 
down His help. God needs to be sure. 

Prayer



Do you think I made a commitment to God that I would never change, not 
for fifty years or the rest of my life? I prayed first for the absolute faith which 
could say, "Even if not a single person in this world can believe, I will 
believe and follow in whatever incredible course You give me." Second, I 
asked for absolute knowledge and wisdom. Third, I asked for absolute love. 

Prayer



                                                In order to fulfill bigger things you need an     
                                                adventurous mind and be willing to take risks. 

Then God will tell you not to worry, that He is right behind you. If you throw 
yourself into overcoming the stone walls and persecution before you, God 
will take up your battle for He knows who is just and who is unjust. 

But first God will watch, giving you a chance to knock your opponent down 
with your own capability. This is the same thing a father and mother would 
do. If you come running to God to ask for help before you even confront 
your enemy. 

He, like any parent, will be ashamed to hear you and will send you back out 
again. Create a good problem: be a heavenly troublemaker instead. 

Prayer



Prayer



The power of prayer

The younger Rev. Hyung Jin Moon had wondered what the real power behind 
his father’s success was. He was sure it was due to the power of his prayer life 
and he suggested that his audience study Jesus' teaching on prayer.

Matthew, Chapter 6 records Jesus giving The Lord's Prayer, and Rev. Moon 
suggested that he was not simply teaching his disciples a prayer to recite by 
routine, but was giving his disciples a pattern or formula for prayer.

After asking everyone to say the prayer with him, Rev. Moon noted that it 
started with “Hallowed be Thy Name,” then “Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be 
done." We needed to first praise God, then pray that His will be done. A 
relationship with God was a gift and could only be effective on God's terms. 

After we have started this way, we could pray for "our daily bread" and to be 
forgiven and able to forgive others, and not to be led into evil, he explained.

Prayer



•   On September 14, 1999, Rev. Moon opened the era in which blessed 
families could pray in their own names [i.e. conclude their prayers by 
offering it in their names]. At the time of the commemoration of the 
14th True Children’s Day on October 27, 2000, he established a new 
format for the prayer ending. 

4.       On New Year’s Day, 2001, he instructed that our communication with 
God should be in the form of a report rather than a prayer. 

Prayer



•  As you all know, whenever we pray, we end with the word Aju.

•  It’s important to understand the meaning of Aju. 
   It is from Chinese characters. 
  The character for Ah is for me, myself, or my. 
   It can also be possessive, mine. 
  Then Ju is the character for lord or owner. 

   So every time Unificationists pray 
   and say, “Amen, Aju,” what we’re saying in Aju is that we’re praising God, 
   saying, “My Lord.” It’s very important to understand how we end our prayers 
   and how we can understand what Father Moon has guided us to report to 
   heaven.  /HyJN

Prayer



He also taught his listeners that people often thought of God 
as a vending machine, to be kicked a couple of times if the 
candy didn't come, but that didn't work. 

And, he asserted, Father Sun Myung Moon's heart and 
teaching went even further: after praise, he prayed for the 
world, nations, others, 
before self.

Prayer



He had once been in an airplane in the middle of a violent 
storm (S. America small plane) and started praying "save me, 
save me", but then he remembered he had recently given a 
sermon on prayer, and that this was not the right way to pray! 
He started praising God, and the fear went away. 

We needed to pray not for what we wished but to trust God. 
Our lives would change if we came before God in the way 
He expected.   

                                                          / Rev. Hyung Jin Moon 

Prayer



The Importance of Prayer (4/15/79)
From the Book: A Life of Prayer, 1991 

The Importance of Prayer (4/15/79)
Belvedere, New York  Translator: Bo Hi Pak

Prayer and Action              (April 15, 1979)

Prayer                                (March 29, 1981)

Prayer



                                                            A   Life of Prayer, April 15, 1979 
                                                                 Prayers of the Reverend 
                                                                 Sun Myung Moon.

Benefits of Prayer by Rev. Ken Sudo

A Prayer Before Dying
THE ASTONISHING STORY OF A DOCTOR
WHO SUBJECTED FAITH TO THE RIGORS OF SCIENCE - 
AND THEN BECAME A TEST SUBJECT HERSELF

Pray and Grow by Rev. In Hoi Lee

10 Best tips on Prayer by brother Jim Stephens January 2000

www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/prayer.htm 

Prayer



2nd Gen Prayer



History: According to the lunar calendar, March 16, 1960, is the date of our 
True Parents' Holy Blessing. This was also the day Father created and 
used Holy Salt for the first time. 

He used it to sanctify the church hall before the ceremony, and taught its 
importance at the meeting he held afterward.

After the ceremony, he distributed Holy Salt to those in attendance. 
He asked those individuals to pass on Holy Salt to members throughout 
the world.

Holy Salt



After the Holy Wedding in 1960, I created holy salt.
Do you know why?

It was because True Parents should not use anything 
from the fallen world.

God's Son is the Parent whom God has perfected.

Everything that is defiled in the fallen world should be burned; 
however, since this is not possible in Practice, 
holy salt was created as an alternative.



Sprinkling things with holy salt symbolizes cleansing 
the things of the fallen world.

Applying holy salt cleanses Satan's world and, 
on that condition, Heaven's side is able to use the 
things in the fallen World.

                                                                                            /CBG p. 79



    Biblically the number 7 = Earthly perfection
Exodus 25:37 And thou shalt make the lamps thereof, seven; 

and they shall light the lamps thereof, to give light over against it.   

Holy Salt



Comment from Christian tradition:

We have a priest that does the blessing with the exorcism prayers. 

Not many priest do that anymore. 
He also does oil and water at the same time. 

I carry a small amount of salt and water with me all the time. we have used it in motel 
rooms and on camping trips. 

When I know we will be in contact with someone who is confrontational 
about the faith I bless myself and the kids. I have slipped all three into whatever I 
am cooking, especially when it just seems like the devil is making my house crazy with 
little spats and tiffs.
 
I never use it without also saying a short prayer also. 

Oh and to avoid vacuuming it up I place it in corners where the vacuum doesn't reach. 
I have even slipped it into the holy water font at Catholic Churches that have lots of abuses. 

Holy Salt





Holy Candles drive away Satan and there are several kinds that we will not 
enumerate here. Their creation, use, and bequeathing is the subject of an 
elaborate and detailed ritual. Families will store their “seed” candle by 
which they can sanctify more candles and matches for their own or others’ 
use. 

1.   Shimjung Candles 
2.   Birth Candles 
3.   Ae Chun Candles 

Holy Candles



Significance: Shimjung Candles* have the ability to diminish Satan's power. 
As they burn, the spiritual atmosphere changes, becoming more pure and 
holy. When we use them, we comfort God's heart. He recognizes that we 
are striving to become His true sons and daughters and to help Him 
ultimately to fulfill His original will. 

History:  On January 5, 1966, True Father gathered the president and nine 
regional leaders. of the Korean church and, after explaining their 
significance, bequeathed one candle and one box of matches to each. 
Father referred to these as Shimjung Candles. 

1.   Shimjung Candles Holy Candles



Significance: According to the Principle, blessed children should be born in 
a godly environment; during this period of restoration they are still born in 
impure, ungodly environments. The use of these candles makes a 
condition for a holy environment to be created during the birth of the 
blessed child. 

History: The Birth Candle tradition originated at the time of Ye Jin Nim's 
birth. After the 36 Couples started married life, True Father be- queathed 
one Birth Candle and one box or book of Birth Matches to each couple. 
Since that time, they have traditionally endowed Birth Candles to other 
couples. 

1.   
2.   Birth Candles 
3.   

Holy Candles



Holy Candles

Significance: The English translation of Ae Chun Cho is Love of God 
Candles, referring to the love that God has for humankind. Unlike Shimjung 
or Birth Candles, Ae Chun Candles are a pair of candles. One is referred to 
as a "Father" candle and the other, a "Mother" candle. As they represent 
the harmony and love of the True Parents, these candles must always be 
burned together. The candlelight is a symbol to ward off all satanic 
infiltration; it gives a spiritual shield of protection from Satan. 

God and True Parents are present each time the Ae Chun Candles are lit. 
As Father began this tradition with Mother, when we light the Ae Chun 
Candles we are allowed to share the tradition of our True Parents. 
Whenever these candles are lit, the authority of true love is present. The 
speech which Father gave at Belvedere on May 20, 1984, in which he 
explains the significance of the Ae Chun Candles, was published in the 
August 1984 issue of Today's World and is excerpted below. 

1.    
2.   
3.   Ae Chun Candles 





Holy Robes

    Holy robes The design of these white garments was given by a medium, 
    who said they are the customary dress in the Kingdom of Heaven.
 
   They “symbolically purify us externally.” Their design and use is highly    
   prescribed, although in recent years their use for holy days is diminishing. 



Images Pictures of True Parents and True Family serve as protection, like 
the blood on the Hebrews’ doors that spared them from the angel of death. 
By them, with our sincere faith, angels and good ancestors protect the home. 
A church flag fulfills a similar function. 

Holy Pictures



Holy Pictures

True Father is quoted as saying:

From now on (1984), we are going to stress the value of carrying my picture. 
Without the protection of God, I could never have survived the untold 
hardships and difficulties I have faced. So for anybody who carries my 
picture from now on, it will serve as protection for them. At the time of the 
Jewish Exodus, God sent a plague upon the houses of the Egyptians which 
killed all their firstborn sons. All the houses which had the blood of the lamb 
on their doorway were spared that tragedy. 

                                  



Holy Pictures

Therefore, the Israelites were spared. By the same token, isn't it possible 
that during some modern-day calamity, those who are carrying my picture 
would be spared? That is the way the spirit world looks at it.Now that Heung 
Jin Nim has passed into heaven, the spirit world is intervening more and 
more with worldly affairs. So those who are carrying the True Parents' 
picture will unquestionably be given protection by angels and good spirit 
world. If you could open your spiritual eyes, you would see the same kind of 
phenomenon occurring even now, here in this room.

                  /"Let Us Go Over the Hill,"  given on February 7, 1984





Holy Grounds



Holy Grounds
1965-66

120 Holy Grounds worldwide established by True Father

19 in Europe: 
70. Lisbon, Portugal 7.11.65 71. Madrid, Spain 7.13.65 
72. London, England 7.15.65 
73. Copenhagen, Denmark 7.20.65 
74. Oslo, Norway 7.24.65 
75. Stockholm, Sweden 7.24.65 
76. Berlin, Germany 7.26.65 77. Frankfurt, Germany 7.29.65 
78. Essen, Germany 8.05.65 79. Amsterdam, The Netherlands 8.08.65 
80. Brussels, Belgium 8.09.65 81. Luxembourg, Luxembourg 8.09.65 
82. Paris, France 8.10.65 83. Geneva, Switzerland 8.13.65 
84. Alps Mountains, Switzerland 8.13.65 85. Baduka, Liechtenstein 8.15.65 
86. Vienna, Austria 8.16.65 87. Rome, Italy 8.19.65 
88. The Vatican, Italy 8.20.65 89. Athens, Greece 8.22.65 90.



Making of
Holy Grounds

Denver

Soil and rocks from Korea!



Making of
Holy Grounds

Denver





break



3 Spiritual Children

•  At the Fall
   3 archangels
   Michael, Gabriel, Lucifer

• Jesus 3 main disciples
   Peter, James, John
  
•  Noas 3 sons, 

•  saving spirits from 
   Adam to Noah

• establish the family of 
   Adam, Noah, Abraham

• Restore archangels 
  supporting LSA.

3 buds



Spiritual Children
in our lifetime

•  12 + 72 = 84

•  Our Tribe

•  If you add 12 and 72, you  
   get a total of 84.

•  Moreover, if you multiply 
   12 people by seven years,   
 
   you get a total of  84. 

            Single-Mindedness at the Risk of Your Life     July 8, 1973
                                         Tokyo, Japan  /SMM



Spiritual Children
In our lifetime

•  Unless we are connected to 
   our  own 12 apostles and 72 

   disciples, we cannot build   
   the bridge that leads to the 
   Kingdom of God on earth,
   which Jesus wanted to 
   establish. 
•  Therefore, each one of you 
   has an individual mission of  

   building the bridge to reach 
   the Kingdom of God on 
   earth by restoring 84 
   spiritual children. 

            Single-Mindedness at the Risk of Your Life     July 8, 1973
                                         Tokyo, Japan  /SMM



Spiritual Children
In our lifetime

  That is why we have the 
   motto of 1-1-1. 

   Each member should 
   restore at least one spiritual 
   child per month. This is the 
   essence of the standard for 
   the restoration of the world.

            Single-Mindedness at the Risk of Your Life     July 8, 1973
                                         Tokyo, Japan  /SMM



Spiritual Children
In our lifetime

12 +72=84
7 years x 12 months = 84

We need 3 archangels
= Spiritual Children
to restore our family

3 Spir. Kingdoms
Old Test.
New Test.
Completed Test.

1st Adam
2nd Adam
3rd Adam

                                    /Commments by Dr. Seuk



Spiritual Children
In our lifetime

•  If your religious life declines, 
then you will have absolutely no 
assistance from the spirit world, 
and eventually, you will have no 
relationship with the spirit 
world, either. 

•  It is essential for you to seek 
spiritual assistance whenever 
you gather together.
According to the principle of 
creation, the relationship 
between the spirit world and the 
physical world is like the 
relationship between parents 
and children. 

            Single-Mindedness at the Risk of Your Life     July 8, 1973
                                            Tokyo, Japan  /SMM



Spiritual Children
In our lifetime

•  Without three spiritual 
children, you cannot stand in 
the position of having complete 
support from three archangels; 
your position remains in the 
fallen realm and you are liable 
to Satan's claim at any 
moment.
 
•  Also, the three archangels 
should attend Adam and Eve 
for three years, in such total 
unity that they would sacrifice 
everything to see the day of 
your Blessing. 

            Single-Mindedness at the Risk of Your Life     July 8, 1973
                                            Tokyo, Japan  /SMM



Spiritual Children
In our lifetime

•  When that three-year period 
is over, Adam should receive 
God's approval and say to the 
archangels, with God's heart, 
"Please let me receive the 
Blessing with my spouse-to-be, 
since I have grown to maturity." 
This is the principle of the 
Unification Church. It is logical 
that you cannot receive the 
Blessing without three spiritual 
children; it is absolutely 
impermissible. 

•  Whoever becomes married 
without three spiritual children 
will remain in the fallen realm.

            Single-Mindedness at the Risk of Your Life     July 8, 1973
                                            Tokyo, Japan  /SMM



Spiritual Children
In our lifetime

•  Why did three wise men from 
the East visit Jesus at his birth? 
As the minimum condition for 
Jesus to be connected with the 
standard of the world, men of 
high spirit came and offered 
gifts to him. 

These wise men were the ones 
who had longed for the Savior 
even before Jesus was 
conceived. Once they found out 
about his birth, they sacrificed 
everything and traveled any 
distance so that they could 
attend him. The appearance of 
the three wise men from the 
East is in accordance with the 
Principle.

            Single-Mindedness at the Risk of Your Life     July 8, 1973
                                            Tokyo, Japan  /SMM



Spiritual Children
In our lifetime

•   Even Jesus, who was 
followed by three main 
disciples, had to walk this path, 
regardless of life or death, 
because of this principle of 
spiritual children. 

•  Since people have not 
comprehended this principle so 
far, Satan has been dominating 
this world, bringing all things of 
creation into disgrace. In order 
to restore an archangelic realm, 
spiritual children should love 
Adam and Eve, who are 
spiritual parents, and their child, 
even when it is still in the 
mother's womb. /SMM 13 May 1983            Single-Mindedness at the Risk of Your Life     July 8, 1973

                                            Tokyo, Japan  /SMM



Witnessing

Abel Tribe                    Cain Tribe

Own Relatives           Other people 
Friends 
Neighbours

      Our Tribe
   12 + 72 = 84



Witnessing
TF 1965

Question: What are the requirements and qualifications for a person to 
be blessed in Marriage? 
What are the requirements for already married couples?

Answer: To be blessed, you need be a pure virgin or a bachelor.
That’s the first requirement. But this is not enough.

Since we are all fallen we need to go opposite direction first to be restored.
You must first find and lead spiritual children.

You must guide and teach three people to a level where they also can receive 
a blessed marriage. 



Witnessing

Then you yourself can receive a blessed marriage and be their spiritual 
parents.

This is eight restored people, representing the eight members of Adam 
and Noah's family. 
Then you must restore all things, the whole world to God.
Noah's eight family members performed the Judgement and renewed the 
entire world to God.

You must create a victorious foundation in the satanic world. 
God must recognize you as the victor in this world, 
"Be fruitful and multiply, fill the earth and have dominion over all things." 
These words must be fulfilled by you.

For the already married people: Because marriage in the satanic world is not 
recognized by God, the man and woman must go their separate 
ways as brother and sister. 
                                                                                      /TF 1965



Witnessing

•  Witnessing results depend 

•  40 percent on the spirit world, 

•  30 percent on one's understanding of the Divine Principle, and

•  30 percent on one's practice.   

•  The secret of witnessing to a person is to 
•  see him/her often with your eyes, 
•  talk to him often with your mouth, 
•  listen to him often with your ears, 
•  be concerned about him often with your heart, 
•  and give him much.                                                                              /TF



Don’t hide the Great New Truth Divine Principle!
Go out and boldly Witness! 

Shy UC Member?



Controversials:
About Homosexuality from 224 speeches

Homosexuality is unnatural, against God's law of creation. 
Homosexuals are growing in number, they bring the question of Homosexual 
rights even to the Congress. Then can we leave things as they are? (No!) 
Or do something about it? What shall we do with this problem? 
We will try to persuade and convince those people. 
But if they don't listen to me, or listen to us, what would we do? 
Shall we beat on them? (No.) …  /SMM 750307

Where is your enemy? 
Our real enemy is the internal enemies of drug use and tree sex and immorality,
plus the infiltration of evil ideologies such as homosexuality. /SMM 800221

Universal law when people grow up, they naturally seek the opposite sex for 
companionship. 
This is the natural way for remedying loneliness. if everyone in the world were 
to live as homosexuals for one century. All humanity would simply cease 
to exist! 
Homosexuality is a satanic force which is exactly opposite universal law. 
It brings destruction rather than creation. /SMM 820919



Controversials:
About Homosexuality contin.

Men and women who practice homosexuality may feel strong sensations from 
that, but it has no resonance in truth; ultimately it is hollow. 
But when two people experience true love, it resonates throughout the 
universe. 
There is a special feeling in a room when husband and wife are there 
together; it creates a natural atmosphere of love. While a deviated experience 
may be comentarily exciting, an icy cold feeling of despair and destruction 
follows it. 
True love has a warmth and a fragrance unknown to deviated love. 

What is the mission of the spirit world? They are the assistants or supporters 
to make this world right. Spirit world is assisting in God's program. American 
culture today is centered upon sensational and physical experiences such as 
drugs and promiscuity. Furthermore, there is a growing subculture promoting 
the perverted sexual behavior of homosexuality and lesbianism. 
They are trying to make it legitimate. These things have their roots in a 
satanic origin and the American culture is buying it, absorbing it. Satan's love 
culture is an evil love culture. Satan is promoting it and America is buying it.
/SMM 820919



Controversials:
About Homosexuality contin.

The problem is not with me or the Unification Church, nor with the Principle. 
Many abnormal things are being encouraged, including homosexuality and so 
forth. Even if you research and study forever, you will not find that kind of 
relationship in the animal kingdom. Only human beings have that kind of 
problem. /SMM 870823

A phenomenon of America for the past two decades has been free sex, with 
promiscuity, wife-swapping, blatant homosexuality, and so forth. Now the 
consequences of such practices are being seen in the form of widespread 
divorce, as well as the spread of diseases like AIDS, which is incurable. Why 
is that disease incurable? God always has mercy upon man, except for this 
one cardinal sin against love. /SMM 870823





Holy Wine Ceremony
only for 1st Gen.



Holy Wine Ceremony
only for 1st Gen.

Ingredients: 21 
What is inside the holy wine? 
It has an ingredient that symbolizes parents’ love. 
Also, it has to have something in it that symbolizes blood. 
Accordingly, when you drink that, you become one body 
with parents’ love and one body with parents’ blood. 
Then how is the holy wine made? It is wine which is made
from ingredients that symbolize the earth, the seas,
and heaven, and that symbolize the whole cosmos. 

In the holy wine there are three kinds of alcohol. 
Besides that, it has an ingredient which symbolizes all things.
The fact of drinking this means that one is being born spiritually and physically.
If this ceremony did not exist, original sin could not be removed and the lineage
could not be converted. Without converting the blood lineage, one cannot 
become one body with God’s love by passing through the standard of perfection.
The holy wine ceremony is the ceremony which indemnifies all of this. 



Indemnity stick
Ceremony
only for 1st Gen.

•  3 hard bashes!



3 Day Ceremony
only for 1st Gen.

•  Holy Handkerchief
•  Holy Salt
•  Holy Gown (clothes)
•  2 Basins or bowls
•  Picture of True Parents



3 Day Ceremony
Only for 1st Gen.

The Spiritual Basis Of The 3-Day Ceremony's Procedure

During the first two days of the Three-Day ceremony, the woman is in the 
position of the "Bride of the Messiah" and "mother" to her spouse. 
Therefore, she initiates each part of the ceremony. 

Through the ceremony of the first day, the man is raised from his position 
of archangel (being reborn as the son of the Messiah and his wife) 
to the position of sinless Adam in the formation stage.

Through the ceremony of the second day the man is raised from the position 
of "Newborn Adam" to the "Adam before the fall" position. 

Each part of the ceremony of the third day is therefore initiated by the man in 
his position of Adam. The man takes the leadership role to restore dominion. 
Through this ceremony, they become one as the eternal ideal couple and 
husband and wife. 



The Blessing
         for
1st, 2nd, 3rd…
all future Gens



The Blessing Ceremony
     is for all Mankind!



Foundation Day 2013



       The Blessing is the key for entering 
         the Third Israel

Abraham established Israel through the offering of sacrifices, but 
the Unification Church is creating Israel through the Blessing. 
Therefore, entering the third Israel is possible only through the 
Blessing. 

                                          /CSG (158-258, 1967.12.29)

The Blessing



  
•  3 to 4 years of active work in any public 
   ministry in our movement

•  at least three spiritual children

•  fasting for 7 days

•  give an offering of money. 

The Blessing

  Original very strict conditions to qualify 
  to receive the Blessing:
  From 3, 32…777 couples!



Beauty of Nature



Beauty of Nature



Holy Songs

Significance

Holy Songs are an important part of the Unification life of faith. 
Even though a congregation may come from various religious backgrounds 
or have different daily schedules, people can more easily feel united 
centering on Holy Songs. 

Although they are usually sung during prayer, Pledge, Sunday services, or 
meetings, it is not unusual to hear members sing or play them when alone 
or even in small groups.



Holy Songs

Purposes

Holy Songs actually have several purposes. Whenever members gather 
and sing Holy Songs, the environment can change and unity can be 
generated. Satanic power diminishes; the spiritual atmosphere of the 
gathering can become clear, pure, and godly. When members sing Holy 
Songs, they often feel more purified internally.

Whether one desires to become more joyful or more serious, Holy Songs 
can help one to focus upon finding a deeper relationship to God. Holy 
Songs, therefore, are very important in preparing the atmosphere.



Holy Songs

Holy Songs Written by True Father

Through meditation and deep prayer, 
Father wrote many Holy Songs himself. 
As the representative of all humankind, and on behalf of all people, 
Father gave glory to God through these songs.
The following is a list in chronological order of the Holy Songs for which 
True Father wrote the words.

1. "Garden of Restoration," written as a poem in Hungnam prison, North   
     Korea (date not certain)
2. "Song of the Victors," 1947, Pyongyang
3. "New Song of Inspiration," November 1950, Pyongyang
4. "Blessing of Glory," November 1950, Pyongyang
5. "Suffering Heart," 1951, Pusan
6. "Grace of the Holy Garden," Spring, 1953
7. "Song of Principle Soldiers," February 1959, Seoul (written during the 
    first training session) not yet introduced in the Western world
8. "Unified Soldiers," 1962, Seoul



Holy Training Centers:

•  Chong Pa Dong Seoul – Foundation stage

•  Guri Greater Seoul – Growth stage

•  Cheong Pyeong – Completion stage



Cheong Pyeong
Training Center
1960-1995…

Dae Mo Nim 



Cheong Pyeong
Training Center
1960-1995…





CHAPTER 5. RESURRECTION

SECTION I -  Resurrection 

 Biblical Concept of Life and Death 
 Death Caused by the Fall 
 Meaning of Resurrection 
 How does Resurrection Change Man? 

SECTION II -  Providence of Resurrection 
 
 Spiritual Phenomena Occurring in the Last Days 
 The First Resurrection 
 The Providence of Resurrection for Spirit Men 
 
 Resurrection through Second coming of Spirit Men Who Were Christians in Their Lifetime 
 Resurrection through Second Coming in the Growth Stage 
 Resurrection through Second Coming in the Perfection Stage 
 Resurrection through Second Coming of Spirit Men Outside of Paradise 
 Reincarnation Viewed from the Standpoint of Resurrection through Second Coming 

SECTION III -  Unification of Religions by Resurrection through Second Coming 
 
 Unification of Christianity by Resurrection through Second Coming 
 Unification of All Other Religions by Resurrection through Second Coming 
 Unification of Non-Religious Men by Resurrection through Second Coming



Tree  of Love



Tree of Heart



Tree of all things



Tree of Loyalty



Tree of Blessing



5 Holy Trees

Love
Heart
All Things
Loyalty
Blessing



Lucifer the Fall
and sickness

            4 fallen natures
•  failing God's standpoint
•  leaving proper position 
•  reversing dominion 
•  multiplying the criminal 
   act  

DP: Over time, the works of a good spirit will increase a person's sense of 
peace and righteousness and even improve his health. The works of evil spirits,
on the contrary, will gradually lead to an increase of anxiety, fear and 
selfishness and cause his health to deteriorate.

         Sin
• Original sin 
• Hereditary sin 
• Collective sin 
• Individual sin

Bible: Man became 
          deceitful! 



Healing
in
CheonPyeong



The first stage of the Cheongpyeong providence lasted 
24 years from July 12, 1971 to January 19, 1995. 
During this period, Cheongpyeong [training center] was 
in charge of FFWPU’s inter-religious and inter-denominational work, 
the education of FFWPU church leaders as well as the Divine Principle 
and spiritual education of church members. 

The second stage of the Cheongpyeong providence was from January 19, 
1995 to October 26, 2014. 
During this 20 year period, under the dominion of True Parents, 
Moon Heung Jin-nim and Daemo-nim (grandmother Hong Soon Ae), 
engaged in special dispensations: ancestors’ liberation, ancestors’ 
Blessing and the development of the Cheonwon area. 

The third stage of the Cheongpyeong providence began on October 27, 
2014 when True Parents specially blessed and sanctified ( 聖域化 )
the Cheongpyeong Holy Ground as Bonhyangwon ( 本鄕苑 - original 
hometown and resting place) of the Heavenly Parent and all humanity. 
Since then, True Parents have directly led and guided both the 
Cheongpyeong providence and endeavors aimed at creating the proper 
environment for the Cheongpyeong works.

Cheong Pyeong
Training Center
History





Little Angels
Universal Ballet 



1984





Tong-Il Moo-Do, a Unified Martial Art



Tong-Il Moo-Do, a Unified Martial Art



www.tongilmoodo.com/

Tong-Il Moo-Do, a Unified Martial Art



Some Unification Martyrs

1974 - 1980
Maria Zivna (martyred April 11, 1974 before being blessed)

1980 - 1984
Masaki Sasamoto (1800), martyred December 18, 1980

1980 - 1984
Jin Joo Byrne, (Martyred) September 2002

There have been several other deaths in car accidents (FR Teams) 



Died  1984
Seung Hwa 1985

Heung Jin Nim

Unification Martyrs



Seung Hwa Ceremony

History

The tradition of the Seung Hwa Ceremony for blessed members was taught 
by our True Parents after the death of their son, 
Heung Jin Moon, on January 2, 1984. 
World level Seung Hwa Ceremonies for Heung Jin were held
both in Tarrytown, New York (Belvedere), and 
Seoul, Korea (the Little Angels School).



   Seung Hwa Ceremony

Even though many funeral ceremonies have been held for members of the 
Unification Church, it is only because of Heung Jin Nim's sacrifice for 
True Parents that the tradition of the Seung Hwa Ceremony could begin. 

Originally, this could not have been begun until the True Parents went to the 
spiritual world. Yet based on Heung Jin Nim's dedication and organization 
of the spiritual world, blessed members can now receive the foundation 
of the Seung Hwa Ceremony.



• Roman Catholic Archbishop Emmanuel Milingo
   - Maria Sung

• Archbishop George Augustus Stallings, 
   founder of the Amani Temple African American 
   Catholic Congregation in Washington, D.C.  

• Nation of Islam (NOI) Minister Louis Farrakhan 

Supportive Ministers



2000       2004         2008        2012       

CIG
start

2013 13Jan
(22Febr)

        2003        2006        2010       
Coronation of God's kingship on January 13, 2001



Cheon Buk Gung 210, 21 000, 210 000 
      Formation-Growth-Completion



Gods 8TTM
8 Textbook Teaching Material 

•  Sermons of SMM               1956 – 2012
•  Expositions of the EDP      1 May 1966
•  Cheon Seong Gyeong       18 Apr 2004
•  Family Pledge              2 May 1994 – 18 Apr 2004
•  Pyong Hwa Shin Gyeong 12 Sep 2005 – 2012
•  True Family – Gateway to Heaven  30 Jan 2009
•  Owner of Peace and 
   Owner of Lineage                7 Jul  2009
•  World Scripture
       - Vol.1   30% of TF speeches   1991
       - Vol.2   50% of TF speeches   2007
       - Vol.3 100% of TF speeches      -



2003 Korean
2006 Engl
Speeches before 2000



v. 2014
Speeches 
until 2012



Numerology
3,4,12,40 …

The Zodiac



Numerology
3,4,12,40 …

Quote DP: The central figures in providential history must fulfill numerical 
periods of indemnity to restore the numbers 
twelve, four, twenty-one and forty 
before they can restore the foundation of faith. 

Number 40: Examples include: Noah's forty-day flood judgment, 
Moses' forty-day fasts, the forty-day mission to spy out the land of Canaan, 
Jesus' forty-day fast, 
and the forty days of the ministry of the resurrected Jesus. 



Numerology
3,4,12,40 …

DP Quote: To understand how the number forty is fulfilled in the growing 
period, we must first study the significance of the number ten. 

If we divide each of the three stages of the growing period into three sub-
stages, we arrive at a total of nine levels. Herein lies the significance of the 
number nine in the Principle. 

As a numerical unfolding of the dual characteristics of the invisible God, each of 
God's creations passes through the nine levels of the growing period. Each 
then fulfills its purpose of creation when it becomes one with God in the realm 
of His direct dominion, which constitutes the tenth level. For this reason, we call 
the number ten the number of unity. 

4 Position Foundation x 10 = 40

In the four position foundation which Adam and Eve should have established, each position was to pass through 
the ten levels in their course to maturity, fulfilling in total the number forty



     The Four Position Foundation Which
     Fulfills the Three Objects Purpose
     through Origin-Division-Union Action

1. Origin-Division-Union Action

Union

Division

Origin

subject

God

object

union





2. The Three Objects Purpose

subject

God

object

union

motherfather

child



3. The Four Position Foundation

subject

God

object

union

- root of the numbers 4, 3 and 12

- God’s eternal purpose of creation

- basic foundation for goodness, existence, and force

- root of the principle of three stages



2012 

  I Ching 

•  The Mayan Culture

•  Kalevala, Finnish national epos

•  Nostradamus ~ China Abandons Communism  

•  Titanic! 

•  Edgar Cayce, American Prophet

•   Dr. Sun Myung Moon 



The solstice sun will align with the Dark Rift of our very own Milky Way Galaxy. 
This cosmic center-point is also known as 'The Great Womb of our 
Galactic Mother',
and on December 21st 2012, the plane of our solar system will line up exactly 
with the plane of our galaxy - a cycle that has taken 26,000 years to complete.



                           Teilhard de Chardin termed the Omega Point, 
                           or the moment of conscious separation 
                           of those on the green ray and higher paths 
                           from those still trapped in third-density yellow.

•  The definition of OMEGA is the ending of a series or 
   sequence; "the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, 
   the beginning and the end"--Revelation 
•  The last (24th) letter of the Greek alphabet



2012 •  I Ching
 
Quote: I Ching, or Book of Changes
mathematically based on the time waves 
that is the foundation for all changes in the Universe.

Groups of  64 six-line combinations called hexagram, 
show all the combinations of Yin och Yang (like + and - ). 

It shows 2012 as the End of Age.

Another researcher - Martin Schonberger, discovered 1973, 
an exact similarity between these 64 hexagrams 
and the 64 triple systems 
4x4x4 =  the 64 combinations in our DNA.

Ref: Google for "I Ching 2012 Invisible landscape"



2012 
Mayan Calendar; 

the Great Cycle started in 3114 BC and ends in 
December 2012. 

In 2012 the plane of our Solar System will line up 
exactly with the plane of our Galaxy, the Milky Way. 

This cycle has taken 26,000 years to complete. 
Virgil Armstrong also says that two other galaxies will line up 
with ours at the same time. 
A cosmic event!

Ref: Google for "Mayacalender + Galaxy"



2012 

•  Titanic!

Titanic sank 10th of April 1912.

Exactly 100 year before the year 2012!

Was it a symbolic catastrophe 100 year before the 
absolute end of our Age! 



2012 
•  Nostradamus ~ China Abandons Communism

Quatrain 4.32
In those places and times that meat gives way to fish
The communal law will be made in opposition:
The old ones hold strong, then removed from the scene,
Panta chiona philon put much behind.

That part of the world that depends almost exclusively on the sea
for its protein will overthrow its "common" or "communal" law.

In December 2012 China will abandon communism. 
In its place, the people will either embrace democracy…

East Asia will never allow a communist state to gain control of the 
region again. 

Ref: Google for   Michael McClellan's Nostradamus and the Final Age



2012 

• Kalevala, Finnish national epos

Case in point is the mysterious existence of myths obviously 
describing precession in the ancient verses of the Kalevala, 
the Finnish National Epic. These myths were relayed from 
the earliest times by way of singers. 

Many of these stories are thoroughly magical and are filled with sky 
lore. The Finnish language is not of Indo- European origin and up until 
the late 19th century peasants in Finland and northwestern Russia had 
little contact with Europe. Indeed, their heritage suggests more contact 
with Central Asia than Europe.
… 



• Kalevala, Finnish national epos

…Some of the Kalevala stories describe a sacred Mill called the 
Sampo (derived from sanskrit Skambha = pillar or pole) with a 
"many ciphered cover". 

This spinning Mill is a metaphor for a Golden Age of plenty and 
the starry sky spinning around the Pole Star (known as the Nail 
of the North), which in the Far North is almost straight over head. 
The Mill at some point is disturbed, its pillar being pulled out of its
peg, and a new one - a new "age" - must be constructed. 
This becomes the chore of Ilmarinen, the primeval smith. 
In this legend, ancient knowledge of precession among 
unsophisticated "peasants" who were nonetheless astute 
skywatchers, was preserved via oral tradition almost down to 
modern times. 

Ref:  Google for “Why 2012”

2012 



2012 
• Edgar Cayce, American Prophet

Other predictions were about dramatic changes in the Earth's surface in 
the period of 1958 to 1998. 
The cause of these he put down to a tilting in the Earth's rotational axis 
which he said would begin in 1936. 

The first sign of this change in the Earth's core would be the "breaking 
up of  some conditions" in the South Pacific and "sinking or rising" in 
the  Mediterranean or Etna area. Cayce forecast that, by the end of the 
century, New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco would be destroyed. 

He said that "the greater portion of Japan must go into the sea" at this 
time, and that northern Europe would be "changed as in the twinkling of 
an eye." In 1941, Cayce predicted that lands would appear in the Atlantic 
and the Pacific in the coming years, and that "the coastline now of many 
a land will be the bed of the ocean. 
Ref: Google for “crystalinks + edgar cayce”



Dr. Sun Myung Moon 

You should take ownership and prepare for the spirit world 
life War 2, so this is a crucial time and we have to accomplish 
the will of God by 2010 or 2012. 

So you have to migrate back to your hometown and find our own nation
Ref: http://www.unification.net/2002/20020405_1.html 

2012 



2012 Dr. Sun Myung Moon 
You should take ownership and prepare for the spirit world life 
War 2,  so this is a crucial time and we have to accomplish the 
will of God by 2010 or 2012. 

So you have to migrate back to your hometown and find our own 
nation, ... Ref: http://www.unification.net/2002/20020405_1.html 

You should take ownership of the 120 report and Heung Jin's report, 
and prepare for the spirit world life War 2, so this is a crucial time 
and we have to accomplish the will of God by 2010 or 2012. 
So you have to migrate back to your hometown and find our 
own nation, ...  Ref: 5 Apr 2002

True Parents' Arrival and Joyful Gathering we are in. It is time to dash 
toward the  providence of 2004 and totally accomplish it by 2012 if 
2004 is delayed.  Everyone there made that determination. 
True Parents ... Ref: 8 Nov 2002 



Japan after Tsunami 
March 2011

Gods protection!



Conclusion & Summary

Marriage of the Lamb!

Jesus as Messiah
Israel

2013 13Jan!

2nd Coming
Korea

2000year of Jewish faith
Buddhism 565BC
Confucius 552BC
Socrates  470BC

Malachi

2000 years of Christian faith
M Luther 1483
Nostradamus

Swedenborg & Linné
Blavatsky,Bailey,Steiner

World 
History





Ancestor Liberation:

With deep gratitude for Heavenly Father and 
True Parents
I like to share my testimony
 
On Saturday the 3rd of December 2011, 
we welcomed home our 210 generations of blessed 
ancestors of 8 lineages.
Present were our daughter Christabel and her 
husband Robert, Petra’s cousin Monika, and Petra 
and myself.



Ancestor Liberation:

The whole week before the event we prepared 
ourselves and our home to welcome our ancestors.
We made a beautiful poster. we bought roses in the 
exact colour of the poster: pink and we prepared 
food from the regions our 8 tribes were coming from: 
Europe, the Middle East, Africa and the Far East.



Ancestor Liberation:

At 1 pm exactly we started our ceremony to welcome 
our blessed ancestors.
We bowed, recited the Pledge and then Petra prayed.
And it is during her prayer that I could see the spirit 
world around us.

Please look at your Blessing ring. 
There is a centre and this centre was an altar 
with beautiful offerings. 
I could see exactly the same dishes on the altar 
which we had on our altar, just a lot bigger. 



Ancestor Liberation:

4 plates filled with food (1 plate for 2 tribes), 
chopsticks and fork as well as four glasses of water.
Above the altar, in the air, was True Parents’ picture. 
It was multi-dimensional. Where ever you stood 
around the altar you could see the picture. 
And above the picture was the a huge “ball” of 
white sparkling and translucent energy. 
It was God in all His might.



Ancestor Liberation:

The whole scene was overwhelming. 
I looked again and I saw (please look again at 
your Blessing ring) 4 huge lines of ancestors. 
two of our tribes together, coming from the 
4 corners of the ring, representing East and West, 
North and South.
Interesting was also that the couples we recently 
blessed were at the front, closest to the altar.
Our whole little flat was packed with our ancestors, 
so was the compound of surrounding flats, 
the gardens, the parking area and beyond.



Ancestor Liberation:

210 generations of ancestors of 8 lineages are 
altogether 1680 couples.
As they were standing facing the altar in the middle 
everyone was praying.
When Petra finished her prayer we sang Tongil. 
The ancestors joined in.
I looked at our blessed ancestors who usually wear 
white Holy Gowns, now they were wearing 
golden robes.

The atmosphere was highly charged.



Ancestor Liberation:

At the end of our introduction to the ancestors and 
to over 20 collateral couples (many we knew 
personally) we raised our glasses, when I heard
very loud, harmonious and powerful music. 
It was the music when True Parents enter the room 
for a Blessing ceremony. 

When we gently shouted “welcome home our 
ancestors”, everyone of the tribes had a glass 
and cheered.



Ancestor Liberation:

As we were also celebrating Christabel, Robert’s 
and my birthday we had 3 cakes and Baklava sweets. 
Everyone likes sweet things, including our ancestors.
My wife asked me every hour till we went to bed 
“what are they doing now?”. the answer was 
always the same. They were still talking and they 
were still eating.



Ancestor Liberation:

You may ask, can we feel a difference since our 
blessed ancestors came home. Yes, we do. 
There is an atmosphere of giving and receiving. 
Not individual giving and then someone receives. 
No, it is like a constant and it seems never ending 
flow of spiritual energy and love. 

Our biggest concern is, that we have the capacity 
to receive all this Heavenly Fortune our ancestors 
brought with them.
 
Philip Hill 
3.December 2011 in Shaw





    Abreviations:

•  TP = True Parents, SM Moon & HJH Moon

•  SMM = Sun Myung Moon
•  LSA = Lord of Second Advent

•  Chanyang Yeoksa = Holy Song Session

•  CP Chyung Pyeong = Training ground in Korea

•  Aju = With the opening of the Cheon Jeong 
   Gung Museum (June 13, 2006), 
   the Era of 'Amen' ended and the Era of 'Aju' began



Abbreviations:

•  Cheon Bok Gung = Heaven's Heart Temple, 
    slide 393

•  Eog Mansei = Eog-mansei we have said for 
   decades when we are trying to express our 
   commitment, celebrate a great victory or look 
   forward to a great providential victory with 
   True Parents



Abbreviations:

•  HDH, Hon Dok Hae = Gathering and Reading

• CIG, Cheon Ihl Guk = The Chinese symbol
   Cheon (means two persons), 
   Il (means becoming one). 
   Two people become one. 
   The mind and body become one. 

• Cheon Syeong Geong = Gathering of speeches.
 "Cheon Seong Gyeong defines the way for two
  people to walk towards holiness; 
  these way is none other than the family.” /SMM



Hon Dok Hae
Gathering for Reading 

and Learning Series
Vol. 1-12 Online

1998



Who Is He?
by Sung Mo Koo

T he Messiah down to earth 
in secret

The Korean Books of 
Prophecy

Online

1998



Introduction

For the last twenty years I have immersed 
myself in the many books of prophecy found 
in Korea. These books of prophecy, some thirty 
in number, appeared five hundred to one thousand 
years ago.

In a sense it is not an exaggeration to call Korea a 
nation of prophecies. 
Often called secret communications, prophecies have 
their human authors. 



Nonetheless, as we delve more and more 
deeply into these texts, we come to realize 
that they are not created through individual decisions. 

Rather, they are messages revealing the plans of the 
Creator, transmitted to the earth through living human 
beings.

In this book, I have selected seven major prophecies 
and treated as concisely as possible those parts relating 
directly to Korea and Japan.



This is a perilous time of great change on the earth, 
a time unprecedented since the universe came to be. 
At this time I pray deeply that we will avoid the path of
death and find the path of life, entering into Heaven on 
earth and coming into the realm of protection of the 
heavenly God/Buddha.
                                                   August 1998
                                                   Sung Mo Koo



The Messiah. Then who is he? 
When heaven sent him down to earth in secret,
his surname was Moon. 

Born north of the 38th parallel, going through the 
suffering of prison life, receiving ridicule and rejection 
and giving matchings and the blessing of marriage to 
those who believe in God.



Who is he? Is he not the Reverend Sun Myung Moon, 
whom all humankind is to attend as the True Parents?
All secret messages and prophecies are meant to testify 
to this very moment and to this hitherto hidden heavenly 
secret.

Oh, God! Oh, our protector! 
Thank you, we can only thank you!
The Lord's Prayer…



Sung Han Lee

Remarkable Messages from the Spiritual Realm1997-2001



1. Jesus' Message to Christians and All People on Earth

• I came to Earth with the mission from God 
to be the Messiah. 

      In the Bible I could not reveal all of the conflicts between 
      the religious believers and non-believers in those days. 
      In fact, there are many providential matters that the 
      Bible does not reveal. 

2001



• Dear Christians and all people on Earth, 
please pray over this matter while fasting. 

      Then I will appear to you and clearly tell you the truth. 
      When you do it, you should 
      with a pure heart. 
 
      Reverend Sun Myung Moon is the one who came to 
      Earth to complete my mission that was not fulfilled through 
      the redemption of the cross. 

      He comes as the True Parent to conclude God's providence 
      in the Completed Testament Age.



• Reverend Sun Myung Moon is the returning Messiah
      for whom you have been waiting and waiting. 
      He inherited my mission at the age of 16. 

      Dear Christians, are you still looking up and waiting for 
      Christ to return on the clouds? 
   
      Reverend Moon travels throughout the world on the clouds. 
    
      He is investing all of his heart and soul for the realization 
      of world peace.



• Dear fellow Christians, fellow Buddhists, 
      and believers of various religions! 

      The four great religious founders, Jesus, Buddha, Confucius, 
      and Mohammed, and saints such as Socrates, Augustine 
      and others, have already held this seminar a number of times. 

      Its theme is always the same: " God is the Parent of All 
      Humankind." 
      During the seminars, we are always studying 
      the Divine Principle revealed by Reverend Moon.  
                                                                            /April 5, 2001



Jesus in the clouds during Korean War 1950-53.



Sun Myung Moon, beside a spiritually inspired painting
of the New Buddha to Come! 



2000



Bo Hi Pak: The Messiah I,II
                                    2002 

Online I & II



Quote:
•  “ …the first of several instances during the war 
    when my life was miraculously saved.“

•  One thing was clear, there would no more retreating. 
    We had to defend our fatherland even at the cost of our lives. 
    That was the thinking of this group of idealistic cadets. 

The author as a first lieutenant during the Korean War



In my own way, I was on a spiritual search. I hungered
and thirsted for the truth. 

During the Korean War, I had come face to face with death 
numerous times. This made me look at the fundamental 
questions of life with a special sense of gravity. 
I wanted to commit myself to a religious path. 



Encounter with
the Unification

Principle

As a Christian, I spent a great deal of time reading the Bible. 
It seemed, though, that the quagmire (swamp) of doubt 
only became deeper as I continued my search.



Then, one day, a letter was delivered to me. The sender
was someone with whom I was not directly acquainted, a
Miss Young Oon Kim who "worked as a secretary in the
KMAG chaplain's office, which was located in the same 
compound where I worked. 

The letter's contents were 
quite short, saying only, "There is a place where they 
discuss matters that are important to human life. 
Would you like to go there with me sometime?

  



There was no blackboard available, so Miss Kim placed
a white piece of paper on a table and wrote in large letters,
"Principle of Creation.

In her extraordinary lecture that first evening, Young Oon
Kim explained the hidden meanings of the Bible to me one byone.
 
Her words were like the warm spring sun falling on the
Han River, melting away the thick ice of winter without a
sound. She told me that these words represented the fulfillment
of Jesus' prophesy in John 16:25.



If the Lord is to come with a physical body, then where
will this take place? Believe it or not, the Principle says
he comes to Korea.“

"Korea! You must be joking!" That was my first reaction
when Professor Kim said those shocking words. If she had
begun her lecture the day before with this pronouncement,
I probably would have walked out of the room.



Chapter 18

The Kidnapping of
the Chairman of the
Washington Times

Abduction in New York City
In autumn 1984



•  In autumn 1984, a rather unusual experience happened to
me: I was kidnapped by people I had never seen before
and of whom I had no knowledge whatsoever.

Online 



•  In autumn 1984, a rather unusual experience happened to
me: I was kidnapped by people I had never seen before
and of whom I had no knowledge whatsoever.

•  In America, kidnapping is an extremely serious offense,
comparable with murder. It is so serious that the FBI is mobilized,
regardless of where a kidnapping takes place.’

Online 



•  In autumn 1984, a rather unusual experience happened to
me: I was kidnapped by people I had never seen before
and of whom I had no knowledge whatsoever.

•  In America, kidnapping is an extremely serious offense,
comparable with murder. It is so serious that the FBI is mobilized,
regardless of where a kidnapping takes place.’

•  "Nice to meet you," I said. "But where is your boss? (korean political leader)
Couldn't he make it?"
"The minister wanted you to join him for dinner, so he has reserved a room 
at one of the best Korean restaurants in thecity. He is waiting for you there
now.  It is close by. It willonly take about five minutes to get there. 
Please allow us to take you.

Online 



•  In autumn 1984, a rather unusual experience happened to
me: I was kidnapped by people I had never seen before
and of whom I had no knowledge whatsoever.

•  In America, kidnapping is an extremely serious offense,
comparable with murder. It is so serious that the FBI is mobilized,
regardless of where a kidnapping takes place.’

•  "Nice to meet you," I said. "But where is your boss? (korean political leader)
Couldn't he make it?"
"The minister wanted you to join him for dinner, so he has reserved a room 
at one of the best Korean restaurants in thecity. He is waiting for you there
now.  It is close by. It willonly take about five minutes to get there. 
Please allow us to take you.

•  "We're going to execute you at midnight tonight!" one of
them said. Perhaps because I had been trained to be calm
under such conditions, or because I had confronted death
several times during my army career, I began  to calmly analyze my situation

Online 



•  are they agents from the North, or could they be acting under orders 
from the Soviet KGB? If so, then I'm a dead man for certain. 
If it's political, there's no way to get out of it. It's the end of the line for me! 
I have no choice but to face the grim reality.

Online 



•  are they agents from the North, or could they be acting under orders 
from the Soviet KGB? If so, then I'm a dead man for certain. 
If it's political, there's no way to get out of it. It's the end of the line for me! 
I have no choice but to face the grim reality.

• The driver shouted,"Blindfold him!" The youths promptly carried out 
the instructions, then pushed me down on the floor. They placed their
feet on me and held me down with their shoes.
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•  are they agents from the North, or could they be acting under orders 
from the Soviet KGB? If so, then I'm a dead man for certain. 
If it's political, there's no way to get out of it. It's the end of the line for me! 
I have no choice but to face the grim reality.

• The driver shouted,"Blindfold him!" The youths promptly carried out 
the instructions, then pushed me down on the floor. They placed their
feet on me and held me down with their shoes.

• At my Office:  The one person most alarmed was Hak Ja Han Moon. 
She immediately  telephoned Danbury, where Reverend Moon was 
incarcerated at the time.When he heard that I had gone missing, 
Reverend Moon immediately curled up with both knees underneath him
and entered into deep prayer. I later found out that he was awake
and in deep prayer the whole time I was kidnapped.  

Online 



•  we need $1 million!

•  "A telephone call is absolutely out of the question. Didn't I tell you that 
that will only get all of us killed? The only way it can be done is if I go to 
the bank myself. The bank is in Washington. It's open until three in the 
afternoon, so I can still make it if you take me to La Guardia airport 
straight away.

Online 



•  we need $1 million!

•  "A telephone call is absolutely out of the question. Didn't I tell you that 
that will only get all of us killed? The only way it can be done is if I go to 
the bank myself. The bank is in Washington. It's open until three in the 
afternoon, so I can still make it if you take me to La Guardia airport 
straight away.

•  You've got two choices. Either you kill me, or you take my word and
send me to the airport. Make your choice.“

  It took a little more than one hour to get to La Guardia airport. At the 
airport, the driver mumbled, "I'm very sorry,“ over and over again. It was 
quite a contrast from the day before, to say the least. When I left to board 
the plane, he kept saying, "Thank you. Please give it your best." He also
managed to bow a full ninety degrees. (In Korea, such a deep bow 
indicates deep respect or obeisance.) The next moment I was free.

Online 



•  When I left the bank I went directly back home to my house in McLean, 
Virginia. I rang the front doorbell and waited. A man I had never seen before 
answered the door. He looked me in the face and asked me, "Who are you?"
"I'm the owner of this house. I'm Colonel Pak.

Online 



•  When I left the bank I went directly back home to my house in McLean, 
Virginia. I rang the front doorbell and waited. A man I had never seen before 
answered the door. He looked me in the face and asked me, "Who are you?"
"I'm the owner of this house. I'm Colonel Pak.

•  The kidnappers were caught almost right away. Only the ringleader slipped 
away. He escaped to Japan, only to be apprehended by the Japanese 
government and extradited to the United States. The $500,000 never even 
left the bank, thanks to the FBI, which acted swiftly to put everything in
order and tie up all the details. In the end, the news of my kidnapping simply 
attracted a lot of coverage in the Korean newspapers.
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•  When I left the bank I went directly back home to my house in McLean, 
Virginia. I rang the front doorbell and waited. A man I had never seen before 
answered the door. He looked me in the face and asked me, "Who are you?"
"I'm the owner of this house. I'm Colonel Pak.

•  The kidnappers were caught almost right away. Only the ringleader slipped 
away. He escaped to Japan, only to be apprehended by the Japanese 
government and extradited to the United States. The $500,000 never even 
left the bank, thanks to the FBI, which acted swiftly to put everything in
order and tie up all the details. In the end, the news of my kidnapping simply 
attracted a lot of coverage in the Korean newspapers.

  The news that I was back was immediately telephoned to Danbury. 
As I later found out, Father had been fasting and praying continuously. 
He only stopped when he got the news
I was back.

Online 



The Age of Realm of 4th Adam started

Your blessed couple represents the fourth Adam. 
If you have that absolute confidence, 
then Satan cannot interfere in your life.

2000



Dear Christians and all people on Earth, please pray 
over this matter while fasting. 

Then I will appear to you and clearly tell you the truth. 
When you do it, you should be totally focused on praying 
with a pure heart. 

Reverend Sun Myung Moon is the one who came to
Earth to complete my mission that was not fulfilled
through the redemption of the cross. 
He comes as the True Parent to conclude 
God's providence in the Completed Testament Age.

2001
Jesus



Reverend Sun Myung Moon is the returning Messiah
for whom you have been waiting and waiting.
He inherited my mission at the age of 16.

Dear Christians, are you still looking up and waiting 
for Christ to return on the clouds? 
Reverend Moon travels throughout the world on the 
clouds.

He is investing all of his heart and soul for the realization
of world peace. 

2001
Jesus



Dear fellow Christians and religious believers, I am truly 
the Messiah. 

However, the one who returned to fulfill the messianic
mission today is Reverend Sun Myung Moon.
He is the Second Advent of the Lord. 

Source:
www.messagesfromspiritworld.info

2001
Jesus



2003

              Cheon Syeong Geong

Dedication to True Parents: 2003.10.26



Restoring the Physical Fall



In March 2004, Reverend Moon was crowned King of Peace, 
completed with kingly robes and golden crowns, 
in a building of the U.S. Senate. 

2004



2006

Cheon Jeong Gung Peace Palace, Museum and 
       Meeting Center Inaugurated in Korea



2008

True Children
www.familyfed.org/truefamily/



2009



2009
90th Birthday Celebration of Reverend Sun 
Myung Moon, 67th Birthday Celebration of 
Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon

The Coronation for the Realm of Liberation for God, the 
King of Kings on January 15, 2009: 
“At the same time I am deeply sorry before heaven; 
I have reached my 90th year of life, yet I have been unable to fully restore 
the 6.5 billion people of this world to God.”



2010

In 2010, True Father established the “Heavenly Calendar,” 
which displaced the Gregorian calendar in Unificationist 
observances and corresponded in most respects with 
the lunar calendar. As a result, from 2011, True God’s Day 
was no longer observed on January 1 but on the first day 
of the first month of the Heavenly Calendar



Young Adults Recruited in Korea for Missionary Work Overseas

Young adults are filling out applications to serve as missionaries 
in the 20 strategic nations and 20 providential nations as part of 
the Vision 2020 project, according to the International 
headquarters of the Family Federation for World Peace and 
Unification (FFWPU). 
The youth will be known as Cheon Il Guk youth missionaries and 
will substantiate the heart and culture of Cheon Il Guk to the 20 
strategic nations and 20 providential nations.

31 Jul 2013



•   승화식 (Seunghwa Ceremony) 
   is to be held within three days after one dies.

  
•  성화예식 (Seonghwa Ceremony = Connect to Heaven)
   is to be held from the time of 

- Conception
- Marriage
- Death

2011
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(22Febr)Messianic Years

    1920 - 2013
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Restoring the Spiritual Fall



Foundation Day 2013



The Age of Hon Dok Hae
is completed and perfected.  /TF

What does that mean:
By doing HonDoHae
we can make our Spirit Man grow to perfection.



Because God created Man with His words, 
we fail with the loss of God's words. 

By reading God's words daily, our spirit man can 
grow and finally can become perfected. 

By this you can understand the importance of 
Hoon Dok Hwe. 



This declaration here is a signed contract between 
Heavenly Father and Father, not just a declaration. 

When Father said this, God's guarantee was behind 
it. Father is not just saying it, but it is approved by 
Heavenly Father and Heavenly Father guaranteed 
this. 

Therefore if we do Hoon Dok Hwe as Father is 
emphasizing, results will come.
                                                      /Yong Whi Kim



2013

On January 7, 2013, True Mother announced that 
Unificationists should address God as “Heavenly Parent.” 

Thereafter, True God’s Day became 
“True Heavenly Parent Day.”



Continues
Part 3of3

UC Mosaic
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